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§1 1ntroduction ・-

One of the central concems in the geometric function theory is to eχplain the

relationship between the metric structure of a Kahler manifold and the function the-

oretic properties of the underlying complex manifold. lt is interesting, especiany,

to characterize C ″ and bounded dom ains in term s of the curvature of K ahler m ani-

fold, Some geometric characterizations of C″ are obtained by Siu and Y au [61,

Grとene and χVu [11, M ok, Siu and Yau [41, and others. Greeneand χVu showed that

some parts of the above results hold in Riemannian category. 0ne of their theo-

rems is the following :

THEOREM (GreeneandWu圀) Ld M bea com斑demucom加d Riem皿竃皿 ma竃-

翔d. 仔M iss加雨 c回wdd d i球咄y皿d ks llollm即ti叱 sed皿証 c町四hmtaMd

汀M is鋤 to紺sidesomecom帥d setバheu M iO somd百ctoR’1 面th臨 st皿da司 加 t

mdyic、

The basic idea of their proof is the estimate of the volume of geodesic balls.

So it may be natural to expect that the condition of nonnegativity of the sectional

curvature can be weakened to that of the R icci curvature. ln this paper, we sha11

give a partial answer tq the above problem、

§2 Theorem and itsproof

Let μ be a complete Riemannian manifold. W e say that 封 has a pole θ if

expθ: 訂θ→ 訂 is a diffeomorphism.

T HEOREM Ld M bea coml)ldeRie祖四 111all m四 面 ld 面 th a l)ole of dimemio14 gyeat,

e穴 臨 n 2, び 山e R阪 沁 回叱h四 〇f M is 幼 n麗即 1池 ・ewr抑 k 佃 皿 d 汀 M is鋤 l o戒-

side some co推知d sel、 lhell M is isome吊c to Ry

From now on, we prove the above theorem along the idea of Greene and χVu

[21. 1Vedenoteby pMt.hedistancefunction on yぼrelativeto a pole ∂and pethe

distance function on 刄“ relative to the otigin oI R゛ with respect to the flat metric.

ln the following we distinguish corresponding notations on yぼ and 刄″by subscripts

Af and cas abov巳
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ズ宍)∠IMpy≦(″̄1)ズよ)1ノ伽yM(y)=

= 0 - 1)1/yQ (y)

= (几 (y)/り Oで) )仙 (y)
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W e denote by 召g(y), Sg(y) the geodesic ball and the geodesic sphere of radius

y respectively , i.e。 召g ( y) こ 0 ∈ 訂 : p g (夕) ≦ y} and Sg ( r) = { 夕E 訂 : pg (yり) = 淮 F rom the

assumption that 訂 has a pole Sg(y) is diffeomorphic to the sphere in jX“ .

Put ‰f(y)= thevolumeoI B。1(r) and 仙 (y)= the O- 1) dimensional volume of

Sg(y). SincetheRicci curvatureof 町 isnonnegative, it holdsthat

‰ (y)≦稿(y)= ω丿“ for 7・> 0

dy Bishop’s volume comparison theorem, where ω,2 1s the volume of thQunit ball in

刄“.

Now we proceed somewhat precise comparison of the volume under our assump

tion. Since the Ricci curvature on yぼ is nonnegative, we have

∠臨pM(x)≦ふ 沁(jy)

for arbitrary pair ズ∈肛 and yE jX” such that pg(x) = 沁 (y), by Laplacian comparison

theorem (cf. Greene and Wu [1]), 0n召町wecancomputeexplidtly andhave迄沁

= 師- 1) 1/仇 on tX″- { 吐

Since 4 (y) can be expressed as 印 ( r) = ズ ∠IMpM, we have
BM( r )

xん(y)ニズ∠/が)g。sM(r )

Suppose that there is 7・l > Osuch that l/5w(yl) < 弧 (rl). This means that there is

yo> O such that り ( yo) < り (頑 . T hen we have

‰ (y)= 衿(y), 恥 (y)= ら (y) for all y> 0.

Next step is to show that if 竹f(y) = 衿 (y) for r > 0, 訂 is isometric to Ry To

see this, we recall theproof of Laplaciancomparisontheorem. Takea point /・E yぼ

一佃} , anddenoteby 7 thegeodesicjoining θand夕, wherewealwaysassumethat

a geodesic is parametrized by its arc length. Take an orthonormal frame ら ‥ . ,

G at 夕so that ら = y(が), ど= pg(ヵ). W edenotebyム, ‥ ・ , ムー1Jacobi fieldssuch that

力(O)= Oand力(j )= ら. Under theabovenotations, wehave

∠l卵“二yjjXLμX)|12-く釧ん加,かj/
Take a point β∈R ’7- { O} such that pe(yj) = 拡 and an orthonormal frame XI, ‥ 。,

み atβsothatら= grad仇(β). Wedenoteby£1, ・‥, £。 1(resp. 瓦, ‥・, 瓦-1) par-
allel vector fields along ア (resp. 了) so that 瓦 (ざ)こ ら (resp. 瓦 ( ど) = 尚)レ ln euclidean

So we obtain

がg(y)/り (y)≦ら (y)/ら (y).

W e integrate above on (り), 削 , and obtain

上 り (yo)/仙 (yo)≦ら(y)/即 (y) for y> り).

= 1, we haveSo if we assume lim sup ‰ (巾 衿 (r)



jy{||却}|卜〈瓦(大言)元刀>皿∠な≒(/))こ
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spaceR≒ Ji(0= (7μ )瓜け) istheJacobi fieldalong 夕suchthatゐ(刀= み Put 呪 (Z)

= (巾 ?)瓜倒 . Then

= ∠1郎

where we used that Jacobi fields minimizetheindeχform (cf. K obayashi and N omizu

圖 )

lf ∠い e(/)卜 ∠lgpg(ヵ), then W= 力, thatis, W isaJacobi field. Sinc引| 瞰 り卜 びざ

and 隋(0, ‥・, 陽一1(0, grad pg aremutually perpendicular, wehaveexp。: Aも→yぼ

is an isometry.

So to prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show that

lim sup l/j (y)/ 稿 ( r) = 1

W e need one tnore preliminary observation。

LEMMA A geodd cs油 e死 別1(yo) h s 抑 si面 e semidc

面th 粍s加d to lk 緬11ey tzoy衿lah d oyj dd 釦y s・亦 da 向 1α塚eyo。

Proof. Since M hasa pole θ, the geodesic variation which is normal to ゐ ( べ) is ,

a part of the geodesic variation through a. From thedefinition of a pole, S斌 r) has

no focal point along any outward normal geodesic. Take ち sufficiently large so

that 訂 is flat outside j μ(yo/2). lf the second fundamental form of Sg(yo) at ♪has

a negative eigenvalue, Sg(陥) has a focal point along the exterior normal gendesic

through 夕, since yW is flat on a neighbourhood of thegeodesic. Thismeansthat the

second fundamental form of 了万(yo) is posivive semidefinite everywhere。

N ow we continue to prove the theorenl. T ake γo> Oas theabove lemma. Since

訂一召g(り)/2) is s面ply connected and eachpointoI M一Bg(り)/2) hasaneighbourhood

which is 珀ometric to an open set of 刄″, we can define a mapping (X) : 訂 一乱 (yo/2)

→ jX” , which is a local isometry, by the usual monodromy argument. By the above

lemma, (X)(乱 (yo) ) isan immersedhypersurfacewith thepositivesemidefinitesecond

fundamental forn So by a theorem of Sacksteder [51, 副 SAf(り)) ) is the boundary

of a convex body in 刄″. Hence (Z)固g( yo) is an isometric imbedding and (X) is an

isometry of 訂 一召μ(yo) to the unbounded part oI Ril - (X) (Sy (yo) ) . Let 凰 ), 私 be the

minimum value of j ( 0冶) , the maχimum v411ue of j (Oj ) ) respectively, where μ uns

=でΣ||ノ;(Z)|卜(tZ八2RiCCG(ダ)ぶ

゛メ: 別叩川卜(ツ)2RiCdg(夕)虜

=Σズ勺WO112-〈7?斌Wj)j, W〉虜

丿法(X)P-〈71?・びf) )7,Ji〉ぷ≧Σ



over points of φ(Sy(り)) ). Then it iseasy to seethat ψ(召g(r)一召お(り)) ) ⊃召。(jto十r

一頑一召e(私 ) for sufficiently large 几 Then

l/j (r)- 1/j (ro)≧稿(鳥 十r- ro卜 ‰(私 ) for large れ

lt is straightfoward to show that lim sup ‰ (巾 衿 ( r) = 1. T his completes the proof

of the theorem。
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